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Editorial

With this issue we complete ten years in the journey on publishing research in the Digital Information Management. In the last ten years, the Journal of Digital Information Management (JDIM) has published hundreds of research papers that addressed various significant issues with a focus on current trends. The research papers published in the JDIM have not just merely reflected the research, but they indicated the agenda for the requirements and future directions.

A large number of papers have gained good impact on many ways including referencing in the further research works. We are confident that we can able bring good amount of research with more technical in-depth treatments on the digital information research. The wider scope fixed by us enable to have more publications in the unlimited fields across sectors in computer and information sciences. We would continue to record more publication output in the years to come.

We assure our readers that JDIM will serve as a core platform for publications in computing and allied fields. The authors and readers can count on the journal. We wish the readers and authors a prosperous new year.
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